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British history. The reign of Richard III, the last Yorkist king and the final
monarch of the Plantagenet dynasty, marked a turning point in British
history. But despite his lasting legacy, Richard only ruled as king for the
final two years of his life. While much attention has been given to his
short reign, Michael Hicks explores the whole of Richard's fascinating
life and traces the unfolding of his character and career from his early
years as the son of a duke to his violent death at the battle of Bosworth.
Hicks explores how Richard-villainized for his imprisonment and
probable killing of the princes-applied his experience to overcome
numerous setbacks and adversaries. Richard proves a complex,
conflicted individual whose Machiavellian tact and strategic foresight
won him a kingdom. He was a reformer who planned big changes, but
lost the opportunity to fulfill them and to retain his crown."--Provided by
publisher.
Richard III - Charles Ross 2011-05-28
Richard III ruled England for a mere twenty-six months, yet few English
monarchs remain as compulsively fascinating, and none has been more
persistently vilified. In his absorbing and universally praised account,
Charles Ross assesses the king within the context of his violent age and
explores the critical questions of the reign: why and how Richard
Plantagenet usurped the throne; the belief that he ordered the murder of
"the Princes in the Tower"; the events leading to the battle of Bosworth

George III - Jeremy Black 2008-10-01
The sixty-year reign of George III (1760–1820) witnessed and
participated in some of the most critical events of modern world history:
the ending of the Seven Years’ War with France, the American War of
Independence, the French Revolutionary Wars, the campaign against
Napoleon Bonaparte and battle of Waterloo in 1815, and Union with
Ireland in 1801. Despite the pathos of the last years of the mad, blind,
and neglected monarch, it is a life full of importance and interest. Jeremy
Black’s biography deals comprehensively with the politics, the wars, and
the domestic issues, and harnesses the richest range of unpublished
sources in Britain, Germany, and the United States. But, using George
III’s own prolific correspondence, it also interrogates the man himself,
his strong religious faith, and his powerful sense of moral duty to his
family and to his nation. Black considers the king’s scientific, cultural,
and intellectual interests as no other biographer has done, and explores
how he was viewed by his contemporaries. Identifying George as the last
British ruler of the Thirteen Colonies, Black reveals his strong personal
engagement in the struggle for America and argues that George himself,
his intentions and policies, were key to the conflict.
Richard III - Michael Hicks 2019-11-26
"The definitive biography and assessment of the wily and formidable
prince who unexpectedly became monarch-the most infamous king in
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in 1485; and the death of the Yorkist dynasty with Richard himself. In a
new foreword, Professor Richard A. Griffiths identifies the attributes that
have made Ross's account the leading biography in the field, and
assesses the impact of the research published since the book first
appeared in 1981. "A fascinating study on a perennially fascinating
topic… the base against which will be measured any future research."-Times Higher Education Supplement
Henry VI - Bertram Wolffe 2001-01-01
In this widely acclaimed biography, Bertram Wolffe challenges the
traditional view of Henry VI as an unworldly, innocent, and saintly
monarch and offers instead a finely drawn but critical portrait of an
ineffectual ruler. Drawing on widespread contemporary evidence, Wolffe
describes the failures of Henry's long reign from 1422 to 1471, which
included the collapse of justice, the loss of the French territories, and the
final disintegration of his government. He argues that the posthumous
cult of Henry was promoted by Henry VII as a way of excusing his uncle's
political failures while enhancing the image of the dynasty. This edition
includes a new foreword by John Watts that discusses the book and its
place in the evolving literature. Reviews of the earlier edition: "A brilliant
biography that brings us as near as we are ever likely to come to this
elusive personality."--Sunday Times (London) "A powerful, compulsively
readable portrait."--Observer "Much learning, skillfully deployed as here,
evokes pleasure as well as admiration."--R.L. Storey, Times Literary
Supplement
Magna Carta and the England of King John - Janet Senderowitz Loengard
2010
Magna Carta marked a watershed in the relations between monarch and
subject and as such has long been central to English constitutional and
political history. This volume uses it as a springboard to focus on social,
economic, legal, and religious institutions and attitudes in the early
thirteenth century. What was England like between 1199 and 1215? And,
no less important, how was King John perceived by those who actually
knew him? The essays here analyse earlier Angevin rulers and the effect
of their reigns on John's England, the causes and results of the
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increasing baronial fear of the king, the "managerial revolution" of the
English church, and the effect of the ius commune on English common
law. They also examine the burgeoning economy of the early thirteenth
century and its effect on English towns, the background to discontent
over the royal forests which eventually led to the Charter of the Forest,
the effect of Magna Carta on widows and property, and the course of
criminal justice before 1215. The volume concludes with the first critical
edition of an open letter from King John explaining his position in the
matter of William de Briouze. Contributors: Janet S. Loengard, Ralph V.
Turner, John Gillingham, David Crouch, David Crook, James A. Brundage,
John Hudson, Barbara Hanawalt, James Masschaele
Edward VI - Jennifer Loach 2014-11-01
Edward VI was the son of Henry VIII and his second wife, Jane Seymour.
He ruled for only six years (1547-1553) and died at the age of sixteen.
But these were years of fundamental importance in the history of the
English state, and in particular of the English church. This new
biography reveals for the first time that, despite his youth, Edward had a
significant personal impact. Jennifer Loach draws a fresh portrait of the
boy king as a highly precocious, well educated, intellectually confident,
and remarkably decisive youth, with clear views on the future of the
English church. Loach also offers a new understanding of Edward’s
health, arguing that the cause of his death was a severe infection of the
lungs rather than tuberculosis, the commonly accepted diagnosis. The
author views Edward not as a sickly child but as a healthy and vigorous
boy, devoted to hunting and tournaments like any young aristocrat of the
day. This book tells the story of the monarch and of his time. It supplies
the dramatic context in which the short reign of Edward VI was played
out—the momentous religious changes, factional fights, and popular
risings. And it offers vivid details on Edward’s increasing absorption in
politics, his consciousness of his role as supreme head of the English
church, his determination to lay the foundation for a Protestant regime,
and how his failure in this ambition brought England to the brink of civil
war.
Richard I - John Gillingham 2002-01-01
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With the emphasis firmly on Richard's monarchy rather than on his
personal life, Gillingham's history aims to explain why the Lionheart's
reputation has fluctuated more than that of any other monarch. The
study places Richard in Europe, the Mediterranean and Palestine and
demonstrates that few rulers had more enemies or more influence.
William Rufus - Frank Barlow 2008-10-01
William II, better known as William Rufus, was the third son of William
the Conqueror and England’s king for only 13 years (1087–1100) before
he was mysteriously assassinated. In this vivid biography, here updated
and reissued with a new preface, Frank Barlow reveals an
unconventional, flamboyant William Rufus—a far more attractive and
interesting monarch than previously believed. Weaving an intimate
account of the life of the king into the wider history of Anglo-Norman
government, Barlow shows how William confirmed royal power in
England, restored the ducal rights in France, and consolidated the
Norman conquest. A boisterous man, William had many friends and none
of the cold cruelty of most medieval monarchs. He was famous for his
generosity and courage and generally known to be homosexual.
Licentious, eccentric, and outrageous, his court was attacked at the time
by Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, and later by censorious historians.
This highly readable account of William Rufus and his brief but important
reign is an essential volume for readers with an interest in Anglo-Saxon
and medieval history or in the lives of extraordinary monarchs.
George II - Andrew C. Thompson 2011-01-01
Despite a long and eventful reign, Britain's George II is a largely
forgotten monarch, his achievements overlooked and his abilities
misunderstood. This landmark biography uncovers extensive new
evidence in British and German archives, making possible the most
complete and accurate assessment of this thirty-three-year reign.
Andrew C. Thompson paints a richly detailed portrait of the many-faceted
monarch in his public as well as his private life. Born in Hanover in 1683,
George Augustus first came to London in 1714 as the new Prince of
Wales. He assumed the throne in 1727, held it until his death in 1760,
and has the distinction of being Britain's last foreign-born king and the
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last king to lead an army in battle. With George's story at its heart, the
book reconstructs his thoughts and actions through a careful reading of
the letters and papers of those around him. Thompson explores the
previously underappreciated roles George played in the political
processes of Britain, especially in foreign policy, and also charts the
intricacies of the king's complicated relationships and reassesses the
lasting impact of his frequent return trips to Hanover. George II emerges
from these pages as an independent and cosmopolitan figure of
undeniable historical fascination.
King Rufus - Emma Mason 2008-07-01
The future William II was born in the late 1050s the third son of William
the Conqueror. The younger William, - nicknamed Rufus because of his
ruddy cheeks - at first had no great expectations of succeeding to the
throne. This biography tells the story of William Rufus, King of England
from 1087-1100 and reveals the truth behind his death.
King John - Marc Morris 2015-10-15
King John is one of those historical characters who needs little in the way
of introduction. If readers are not already familiar with him as the tyrant
whose misgovernment gave rise to Magna Carta, we remember him as
the villain in the stories of Robin Hood. Formidable and cunning, but also
cruel, lecherous, treacherous and untrusting. Twelve years into his reign,
John was regarded as a powerful king within the British Isles. But despite
this immense early success, when he finally crosses to France to recover
his lost empire, he meets with disaster. John returns home penniless to
face a tide of criticism about his unjust rule. The result is Magna Carta –
a ground-breaking document in posterity, but a worthless piece of
parchment in 1215, since John had no intention of honoring it. Like all
great tragedies, the world can only be put to rights by the tyrant’s death.
John finally obliges at Newark Castle in October 1216, dying of dysentery
as a great gale howls up the valley of the Trent.
James II - John Miller 2000-01-01
"This revised edition includes a new foreword by the author assessing
work on the reign." --Back cover.
Edward IV - Charles Ross 1998-01-21
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In his own time Edward IV was seen as an able and successful king who
rescued England from the miseries of civil war and provided the country
with firm, judicious, and popular government. The prejudices of later
historians diminished this high reputation, until recent research
confirmed Edward as a ruler of substantial achievement, whose methods
and policies formed the foundation of early Tudor government. This
classic study by Charles Ross places the reign firmly in the context of
late medieval power politics, analyzing the methods by which a usurper
sought to retain his throne and reassert the power of a monarchy
seriously weakened by the feeble rule of Henry VI. Edward's relations
with the politically active classes—the merchants, gentry, and
nobility—form a major theme, and against this background Ross provides
an evaluation of the many innovations in government on which the king's
achievement rests.
Henry III - David Carpenter 2020-07-14
The first in a ground-breaking two-volume history of Henry III's rule
"Professor Carpenter is one of Britain's foremost medievalists...No one
knows more about Henry, and a lifetime of scholarship is here poured
out, elegantly and often humorously. This is a fine, judicious, illuminating
work that should be the standard study of the reign for generations to
come."--Dan Jones, The Sunday Times Nine years of age when he came to
the throne in 1216, Henry III had to rule within the limits set by the
establishment of Magna Carta and the emergence of parliament. Pacific,
conciliatory, and deeply religious, Henry brought many years of peace to
England and rebuilt Westminster Abbey in honor of his patron saint,
Edward the Confessor. He poured money into embellishing his palaces
and creating a magnificent court. Yet this investment in "soft power" did
not prevent a great revolution in 1258, led by Simon de Montfort, ending
Henry's personal rule. Eminent historian David Carpenter brings to life
Henry's character and reign as never before. Using source material of
unparalleled richness--material that makes it possible to get closer to
Henry than any other medieval monarch--Carpenter stresses the king's
achievements as well as his failures while offering an entirely new
perspective on the intimate connections between medieval politics and
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religion.
Henry IV - Chris Given-Wilson 2016-04-26
Henry IV (1399–1413), the son of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster,
seized the English throne at the age of thirty-two from his cousin Richard
II and held it until his death, aged forty-five, when he was succeeded by
his son, Henry V. This comprehensive and nuanced biography restores to
his rightful place a king often overlooked in favor of his illustrious
progeny. Henry faced the usual problems of usurpers: foreign wars,
rebellions, and plots, as well as the ambitions and demands of the
Lancastrian retainers who had helped him win the throne. By 1406 his
rule was broadly established, and although he became ill shortly after
this and never fully recovered, he retained ultimate power until his
death. Using a wide variety of previously untapped archival materials,
Chris Given-Wilson reveals a cultured, extravagant, and skeptical
monarch who crushed opposition ruthlessly but never quite succeeded in
satisfying the expectations of his own supporters.
Shakespeare's Kings - John Julius Norwich 2001-03-13
Compares the historical kings with their portrayal in Shakespeare's plays
John (Penguin Monarchs) - Nicholas Vincent 2020-07-30
King John ruled England for seventeen and a half years, yet his entire
reign is usually reduced to one image: of the villainous monarch
outmanoeuvred by rebellious barons into agreeing to Magna Carta at
Runnymede in 1215. Ever since, John has come to be seen as an
archetypal tyrant. But how evil was he? In this perceptive short account,
Nicholas Vincent unpicks John's life through his deeds and his
personality. The youngest of four brothers, overlooked and given a
distinctly unroyal name, John seemed doomed to failure. As king, he was
reputedly cruel and treacherous, pursuing his own interests at the
expense of his country, losing the continental empire bequeathed to him
by his father Henry and his brother Richard and eventually plunging
England into civil war. Only his lordship of Ireland showed some success.
Yet, as this fascinating biography asks, were his crimes necessarily
greater than those of his ancestors - or was he judged more harshly
because, ultimately, he failed as a warlord?
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Henry V - Christopher Allmand 2014-11-01
Thanks in part to Shakespeare, Henry V is one of England's best-known
monarchs. The image of the king leading his army against the French,
and the great victory at Agincourt, are part of English historical
tradition. Yet, though indeed a soldier of exceptional skill, Henry V's
reputation needs to be seen against a broader background of
achievement. This sweepingly majestic book is based on the full range of
primary sources and sets the reign in its full European context.
Christopher Allmand shows that Henry V not only united the country in
war but also provided domestic security, solid government, and a much
needed sense of national pride. The book includes an updated foreword
which takes stock of more recent publications in the field. "A far more
rounded picture of Henry as a ruler than any previous study."--G.L.
Harris, The Times
Edward III - W. M. Ormrod 2012-01-24
Edward III (1312-1377) was the most successful European ruler of his
age. Reigning for over fifty years, he achieved spectacular military
triumphs and overcame grave threats to his authority, from
parliamentary revolt to the Black Death. Revered by his subjects as a
chivalric dynamo, he initiated the Hundred Years' War and gloriously led
his men into battle against the Scots and the French.In this illuminating
biography, W. Mark Ormrod takes a deeper look at Edward to reveal the
man beneath the military muscle. What emerges is Edward's clear sense
of his duty to rebuild the prestige of the Crown, and through military
gains and shifting diplomacy, to secure a legacy for posterity. New
details of the splendor of Edward's court, lavish national celebrations,
and innovative use of imagery establish the king's instinctive
understanding of the bond between ruler and people. With fresh
emphasis on how Edward's rule was affected by his family relationships-including his roles as traumatized son, loving husband, and dutiful
father--Ormrod gives a valuable new dimension to our understanding of
this remarkable warrior king.
AEthelstan - Sarah Foot 2011-07-12
The powerful and innovative King Athelstan reigned only briefly
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(924-939), yet his achievements during those eventful 15 years changed
the course of English history. In this biography, Sarah Foot offers the
first full account of the king ever written.
Henry IV - Chris Given-Wilson 2016-01-01
Henry IV (1399-1413), the son of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster,
seized the English throne at the age of thirty-two from his cousin Richard
II and held it until his death, aged forty-five, when he was succeeded by
his son, Henry V. This comprehensive and nuanced biography restores to
his rightful place a king often overlooked in favor of his illustrious
progeny. Henry faced the usual problems of usurpers: foreign wars,
rebellions, and plots, as well as the ambitions and demands of the
Lancastrian retainers who had helped him win the throne. By 1406 his
rule was broadly established, and although he became ill shortly after
this and never fully recovered, he retained ultimate power until his
death. Using a wide variety of previously untapped archival materials,
Chris Given-Wilson reveals a cultured, extravagant, and skeptical
monarch who crushed opposition ruthlessly but never quite succeeded in
satisfying the expectations of his own supporters.
Henry VII - Stanley Bertram Chrimes 1999-01-01
Founder of the Tudor dynasty, Henry VII was a crucial figure in English
history. In this acclaimed study of the king's life and reign, the
distinguished historian S. B. Chrimes explores the circumstances
surrounding Henry's acquisition of the throne, examines the personnel
and machinery of government, and surveys the king's social, political,
and economic policies, law enforcement, and foreign strategy. This
edition of the book includes a new critical introduction and
bibliographical updating by George Bernard.
Henry VIII (Penguin Monarchs) - John Guy 2014-12-04
Charismatic, insatiable and cruel, Henry VIII was, as John Guy shows, a
king who became mesmerized by his own legend - and in the process
destroyed and remade England. Said to be a 'pillager of the
commonwealth', this most instantly recognizable of kings remains a
figure of extreme contradictions: magnificent and vengeful; a devout
traditionalist who oversaw a cataclysmic rupture with the church in
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Rome; a talented, towering figure who nevertheless could not bear to
meet people's eyes when he talked to them. In this revealing new
account, John Guy looks behind the mask into Henry's mind to explore
how he understood the world and his place in it - from his isolated
upbringing and the blazing glory of his accession, to his desperate quest
for fame and an heir and the terrifying paranoia of his last, agonising, 54inch-waisted years.
William the Conqueror - David Charles Douglas 1964
Both a study of Anglo-Norman history based upon long and detailed
research and also the biography of a man whose personal career was
spectacular.
King John and Religion - Paul Webster 2015
A study of the personal religion of King John, presenting a more complex
picture of his actions and attitude.
Henry VIII - J. J. Scarisbrick 1997-01-01
A realistic portrait of the sixteenth century English king and of the
personalities who dominated his times.
Henry I - C. Warren Hollister 2008-10-01
Henry I, son of William the Conqueror, ruled from 1100 to 1135, a time
of fundamental change in the Anglo-Norman world. This long-awaited
biography, written by one of the most distinguished medievalists of his
generation, offers a major reassessment of Henry’s character and reign.
Challenging the dark and dated portrait of the king as brutal, greedy,
and repressive, it argues instead that Henry’s rule was based on reason
and order. C. Warren Hollister points out that Henry laid the foundations
for judicial and financial institutions usually attributed to his grandson,
Henry II. Royal government was centralized and systematized, leading to
firm, stable, and peaceful rule for his subjects in both England and
Normandy. By mid-reign Henry I was the most powerful king in Western
Europe, and with astute diplomacy, an intelligence network, and
strategic marriages of his children (legitimate and illegitimate), he was
able to undermine the various coalitions mounted against him. Henry
strove throughout his reign to solidify the Anglo-Norman dynasty, and his
marriage linked the Normans to the Old English line. Hollister vividly
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describes Henry’s life and reign, places them against the political
background of the time, and provides analytical studies of the king and
his magnates, the royal administration, and relations between king and
church. The resulting volume is one that will be welcomed by students
and general readers alike.
King John, Revised Edition - W. L. Warren 1978-10-09
"An account of John's life and reign based on modern research and set
forth in a manner that will appeal as much to the general reader as to the
student"--Daily Telegraph.
Henry III (Penguin Monarchs) - Stephen Church 2017-01-26
Henry III was a medieval king whose long reign continues to have a
profound impact on us today. He was on the throne for 56 years and
during this time England was transformed from being the private plaything of a French speaking dynasty into a medieval state in which the
king answered for his actions to an English parliament, which emerged
during Henry's lifetime. Despite Henry's central importance for the birth
of parliament and the development of a state recognisably modern in
many of its institutions, it is Henry's most vociferous opponent, Simon de
Montfort, who is in many ways more famous than the monarch himself.
Henry is principally known today as the driving force behind the building
of Westminster Abbey, but he deserves to be better understood for many
reasons - as Stephen Church's sparkling account makes clear. Part of the
Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's
rulers in a highly collectible format
Edward I - Michael Prestwich 2008-10-01
Edward I—one of the outstanding monarchs of the English Middle
Ages—pioneered legal and parliamentary change in England, conquered
Wales, and came close to conquering Scotland. A major player in
European diplomacy and war, he acted as peacemaker during the 1280s
but became involved in a bitter war with Philip IV a decade later. This
book is the definitive account of a remarkable king and his long and
significant reign. Widely praised when it was first published in 1988, it is
now reissued with a new introduction and updated bibliographic guide.
Praise for the earlier edition:"A masterly achievement. . . . A work of
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enduring value and one certain to remain the standard life for many
years."—Times Literary Supplement "A fine book: learned, judicious,
carefully thought out and skillfully presented. It is as near
comprehensive as any single volume could be."—History Today "To have
died more revered than any other English monarch was an outstanding
achievement; and it is worthily commemorated by this outstanding
addition to the . . . corpus of royal biographies."—Times Education
Supplement
Henry II - W. L. Warren 1973

nickname of the 'Gentle Giant', never once being booked or sent off in a
15-year career, and always being the epitome of sportsmanship. KING
JOHN recalls not just a vanished era of football, but also highlights what
happens to our heroes once they have left the spotlight. It is a warm and
moving account from one of football's true legends.
The Gothic King - John Paul Davis 2013-12-01
The first biography in many years of Henry IIIThe son and successor of
Bad King John, Henry III reigned for 56 years from 1216, the first child
king in England for 200 years. England went on to prosper during his
reign and his greatest monument is Westminster Abbey, which he made
the seat of his government—indeed, Henry III was the first English King
to call a parliament. Though often overlooked by historians, Henry III
was a unique figure coming out of a chivalric yet Gothic era: a
compulsive builder of daunting castles and epic sepulchres; a powerful,
unyielding monarch who faced down the De Montfort rebellion and
waged war with Wales and France; and, much more than his father,
Henry was the king who really hammered out the terms of the Magna
Carta with the barons. John Paul Davis brings all his forensic skills and
insights to the grand story of the Gothic King in this, the only biography
in print of a most remarkable monarch.
Richard II - Nigel Saul 2008-10-01
Richard II is one of the most enigmatic of English kings. Shakespeare
depicted him as a tragic figure, an irresponsible, cruel monarch who
nevertheless rose in stature as the substance of power slipped from him.
By later writers he has been variously portrayed as a half-crazed autocrat
or a conventional ruler whose principal errors were the mismanagement
of his nobility and disregard for the political conventions of his age. This
book—the first full-length biography of Richard in more than fifty
years—offers a radical reinterpretation of the king. Nigel Saul paints a
picture of Richard as a highly assertive and determined ruler, one whose
key aim was to exalt and dignify the crown. In Richard's view, the crown
was threatened by the factiousness of the nobility and the assertiveness
of the common people. The king met these challenges by exacting
obedience, encouraging lofty new forms of address, and constructing an

Mary I - John Edwards 2011-09-22
A new appraisal of the first Tudor queen offers a detailed portrait of the
daughter of Henry VIII and his Spanish wife, Catherine of Aragon,
exploring her religious faith and policies, as well as her historical
significance in English history.
Royal Panoply - Carolly Erickson 2007-04-01
From medieval conqueror to Renaissance autocrat to Victorian Empress
to modern melodrama, Royal Panoply is the story of some of the most
fascinating people in world history. With her trademark blend of probing
scholarship, lively prose, and psychological insight, Carolly Erickson
focuses on each monarch's entire life---from the puny, socially awkward
Charles I, to the choleric, violent William the Conqueror, to the wellmeaning, deeply affectionate Queen Anne, who was so heavy she had to
be carried to her coronation. Royal Panoply recaptures the event-filled,
often dangerous, always engaging lives of England's kings and queens,
set against the backdrop of a thousand years of Britain's past.
King John - John Charles 2014-11-06
Sir Bobby Charlton reckons that if John Charles were playing today, his
transfer value would be £70 million; and in a recent poll of Italian
football fans, they voted him the greatest foreign player ever to play in
their league, ahead of Maradona and Platini. He was equally adept as a
centre forward or centre half, and often Juventus would play him up front
until he scored, and then move him back into defence to protect the lead.
Whether playing for Leeds United, Wales or Juventus, he fully earned his
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James’s relations with the state and society, focusing on the political,
diplomatic, and religious issues that shaped his reign. Miller discusses
the human failings, the gulf of understanding between the king and his
subjects, and the sheer bad luck that led to James’s downfall. He also
considers the reasons for James’s lack of interest in recovering his
kingdom after his flight to France in 1688. This revised edition of the
book includes a substantial new foreword assessing recent work on the
reign. “This is a first-class essay in historical biography. . . . It must
displace all previous lives of James II.”—J. P. Kenyon, Observer
Henry III - Darren Baker 2017-10-26
Henry III (1207–72) reigned for 56 years, the longest-serving English
monarch until the modern era. Although knighted by William Marshal, he
was no warrior king like his uncle Richard the Lionheart. He preferred to
feed the poor to making war and would rather spend time with his wife
and children than dally with mistresses and lord over roundtables. He
sought to replace the dull projection of power imported by his Norman
predecessors with a more humane and open-hearted monarchy. But his
ambition led him to embark on bold foreign policy initiatives to win back
the lands and prestige lost by his father King John. This set him at odds
with his increasingly insular barons and clergy, now emboldened by the
protections of Magna Carta. In one of the great political duels of history,
Henry struggled to retain the power and authority of the crown against
radical reformers like Simon de Montfort. He emerged victorious, but at
a cost both to the kingdom and his reputation among historians. Yet his
long rule also saw extraordinary advancements in politics and the arts,
from the rise of the parliamentary state and universities to the great
cathedrals of the land, including Henry’s own enduring achievement,
Westminster Abbey.
King John - Wilfred Lewis Warren 1997
First published by Methuen in 1981.

elaborate system of rule by bonds and oaths. Saul traces the sources of
Richard's political ideas and finds that he was influenced by a deeply felt
orthodox piety and by the ideas of the civil lawyers. He shows that,
although Richard's kingship resembled that of other rulers of the period,
unlike theirs, his reign ended in failure because of tactical errors and
contradictions in his policies. For all that he promoted the image of a
distant, all-powerful monarch, Richard II's rule was in practice
characterized by faction and feud. The king was obsessed by the search
for personal security: in his subjects, however, he bred only insecurity
and fear. A revealing portrait of a complex and fascinating figure, the
book is essential reading for anyone with an interest in the politics and
culture of the English middle ages.
The Maligned Monarch: A Life of King John of England - Alan Lloyd
1972
James II - John Miller 2008-10-01
James II (1633–1701) lacked the charisma of his father, Charles I, but
shared his tendency to dismiss the views of others when they differed
from his own. Failing to understand his subjects, James was also
misunderstood by them. In this highly-regarded biography, John Miller
reassesses James II and his reign, drawing on a wide array of primary
sources from France, Italy, and Ireland as well as England. Miller argues
that the king had many laudable attributes--he was brave, loyal,
honorable, and hard-working, and he was at least as benevolent toward
his people as his father had been. Yet James’s conversion to Catholicism
fueled the distrust of his Protestant subjects who placed the worst
possible construction on his actions and statements. Although James
came to see the securing of religious freedom for Catholics in the wider
context of freedom for all religious minorities, his people naturally
doubted the sincerity of his commitment to toleration. The book explores
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